
 
Governor Phil Murphy 
  
Federal Assistance  
• Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell sent the Senate home for the weekend without  

taking any action to renew federal unemployment benefits for millions of families. 
• This is completely irresponsible, and he needs to get back to Washington and get this  

done.  
• Our residents cannot afford to keep waiting.  
  
Data Update 
• The Covid19.nj.gov data dashboard will be updated with improvements.  
o Providing statewide and county-level trends in confirmed cases, deaths and  

hospitalizations over time 
o Posting percent positivity by region and date 
o Number of cases can now be viewed by the date of illness onset  
o Breakdowns by race and ethnicity are given greater clarity  
o Posting the complete curve of confirmed deaths by the date of death 
o Posting the dates of deaths we currently have listed as probable 
  
  
  

https://covid19.nj.gov/


The Numbers 
  
New cases: 699 
New statewide total: 181,660 
Rate of transmission 7/29: 1.35 
NJ spot positivity rate 7/27: 2.15% 
  
Hospitalized: 695 
Lab-confirmed positives: 352 
Persons under investigation: 343 
Require intensive care: 113 
Require ventilators: 45 
  
New deaths: 10 
New statewide total deaths: 13,944 
Total additional probable deaths: 1,875 
  
What the Data Means 
• There were no in-hospital deaths in the last 24-hour period ending 10pm last night. This  

is the first day we can say that is the case since March 10th.  
• Those who are passing now would have caught covid19 about a month ago. In late  

June, we were averaging around 350 new cases a day, but we are now averaging over  
500.  

• We anticipate that our rate of transmission will continue to go up with this increase in  
positive cases.  

  
Some individuals lost to COVID-19 honored today 
• We remember Dominick and Shirley D’Stefan. Dominick served in the U.S. Navy during  

World War II and the Korean War, and later worked at Bell Labs. Shirley also worked at  
Bell Labs, and later as a school bus driver in Florham Park. 

 
• We remember John “Jack” Kupcho, who served in the Air Force. He had a long career at  

Rutgers University, ultimately serving as Chairman of the Department of Agricultural &  
Resource Management Agents at Cook College. He's a big reason why we’re still the  
Garden State. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Census  
• The Census bureau will be ending its door to door service one month earlier than  

expected on August 30th. We need you to be counted now.  
• This count determines how we receive federal aid, and this could not be more important  

now that we need direct federal assistance to bounce back from this pandemic.  
• 64.7% of our state have responded to the census, but that only puts us at 21st in the  

nation.  
• Visit 2020census.gov TODAY to make sure you’re counted!  
  
Economic Development Authority 
• Since 1987, Joy’s Hallmark of Marlton, owned by Ron and Joy Monokian, has helped  

customers celebrate holidays, birthdays, and everything else.  
• Through the NJ EDA, Ron was able to secure direct grant assistance, helping keep  

employees on the payroll and the store running. 
  
Department of Health Commissioner Judy Persichilli  
  
Local Health Departments 
• Throughout this pandemic, local health departments have been working around the  

clock. Earlier this year, the department allocated 5 million in federal funding to support  
these departments.  

• Today, we are further investing by putting $32.3 million in federal funding available to  
county and local health departments.  

o $13.7 million will be allocated in each of the 21 counties and the City of Newark. These  
22 health departments are known as LINCS. This funding will allow these agencies to  
hire additional employees.  

o They will ensure testing, contact tracing, isolating, quarantine and direction to social  
services are not only going efficiently but happen in a timely manner.  

o $18.6 million will be distributed to the 77 local health departments that do not receive  
LINCS funding.  

o These funds will be dispersed over a 2 year period.  
  
  



New Research on COVID-19 
• This week, the CDC released data on the clinical course of recovery for individuals with  

milder illness.  
• Their findings indicated that even among symptomatic adults, it might take weeks for  

resolution of symptoms and return to regular health. 1/3 of those individuals surveyed  
had not returned to regular health within 2-3 weeks of testing. They found that 1 in 5 
previously healthy young individuals, 18 – 34, weren’t back to usual health in 2-3 weeks. 
This lingering illness may lead to prolonged absences from work, studies, and other 
responsibilities. 

• Some studies have indicated that the virus can damage the heart, and many have  
reported fatigue and difficulty breathing months after testing positive.  

• This should be a sobering reminder that this disease is serious.  
  
Dashboard 
• We are adding more data to the dashboard to add more context. 
• Under the tab titled “case summary” you can view the trends and also select specific  

dates. 
• We are adding more demographic data. 
• Earlier this week we added a new tab with hospital discharge data with demographics.  
  
Multi-System Inflammatory Syndrome  
• We now have 54 cases. No new cases since last report. 
o The ages are between 1 – 18.  
o None are currently hospitalized.  
o All have either tested positive for covid19 or had positive antibody tests.  
o There have been no deaths.  
  
Hospital and Resource usage. 
• 39% of critical care patients are on ventilators.  
• Everyone coming into hospitals now are considered persons under investigation until a 
test is completed which impacts the total hospitalization numbers.  
o The conversion rate is typically 20-30%.  
• Our spot positivity rate in testing is for July 27 is 2.15%. North was 1.82%, Central was 
2.00% and the South 3.01%.  
  
  



Deaths  
• All of the 10 newly reported deaths happened in July, and 7 happened in the last 5 days.  

None happened in the last 24 hours ending 10pm last night.  
• Demographic breakdown of total: 
o White 54% 
o Black 18.3% 
o Hispanic 20.3% 
o Asian 5.5% 
o Other 1.8% 
  
Long Term Care Facilities  
• At the state’s veterans’ homes 388 residents have tested positive and 146 residents  

have died. No new cases or deaths.  
• Psychiatric hospitals have had 212 patients testing positive and there have been 13  

deaths. No new cases or deaths.  
  
Colonel Pat Callahan  
  
EO Violations 
• Kearny, subject arrested for shop lifting and while being arrested spit on the officers  

claiming to have covid19.  
• Lakeside Diner in Forked River has been cited 4 times for executive order violations and  

today were served with a closure order from the Department of Health.  
  
Tropical Storm  
• Our emergency support functions had a call with the National Weather Service to make  

sure we are prepared.  
• Will be speaking with FEMA later today.  
• We are anticipating that it will just be a rain event, but you can never be over prepared.  
• The best place to go is ready.nj.gov. You should be preparing.  
o Emergency kits.  
o Communications plan.  
o Weather Updates. 
o Survival Guides  
  
  



Questions from the media  
  
A federal report from earlier in the week which examined each state recommended that NJ 
consider lowering the gathering size limit for outside if cases continue to increase, where does 
that rank on your list of potential actions you can take? 
Murphy: Based on what we know, the outside reality is not our concern at the moment. We don’t 
have any evidence that the outside reality is our problem. It is the inside reality and that is 
something that we are looking hard at.  
  
The deadline recently passed for CBT and sales tax collections, and they came in lower than 
projected, do you still stand by your figure for projected losses? 
Murphy: I don’t have an update on the number but that is something that I am going to continue 
to look like. I wish we had resolution on the federal cash assistance for states. Not only did they 
walk away from the bridge of the ship leaving individuals hanging, there are states across the 
county barely hanging on.  
  
Given the fears and anxieties that teachers and faculty have about going back to school in the 
fall, would you consider giving them the option of working remotely like you did for parents?  
Murphy: We had a good meeting with education leaders yesterday. Districts are putting their 
plans together. We are going to wait to see the district plans because you know no two districts 
are the same. One of the concerns from educators has been capacity in the classroom. Giving 
the remote learning flexibility and option helps with that density issue, particularly after putting 
out that plan on closing the digital divide.  
  
You have landlords who haven’t collected rent in 6 months, do you have a timeline to end the 
moratorium?  
Murphy: The moratorium will last until 2 months after I declare an end to the health emergency. 
Symmetry has been at the core of all of these holidays we've created. If you have a mortgage, 
we’ve asked those banks to give you a holiday, and then we’ve ended evictions to give those 
renters a holiday, so that symmetry is at the center of all these windows we’ve created. What we 
don’t want is people playing games and trying to circuit the executive order, or that on day one 
after the end of the order we don’t want people to expect they have a lump sum payment they’ll 
have to make. We need laws to be passed so there is a plan for more than just asking that 
landlords and mortgage lenders behave properly.  
  
Are you considering any order to help college upperclassmen and grad students who are locked 
into one year off campus leases that they no longer need now that classes will be almost all or 
completely remote?  
Murphy: I haven’t personally spent a whole lot of time on this, but we know the issue and our 
team is working on this. There are legislative fixes that could partially or fully address that but 
there are also expectations in behavior. That is something that is a work in progress.  
  
 



When do you expect gyms to reopen?  
Murphy: We’re not there yet. When we do get there, it will likely be with some restrictions. I hope 
that we get to a better place.  
 
Can you sort of walk us through what would happen if the Rt or the hospitalization rates 
increase? What could you envision changing or walking back first? What are those red lines for 
you?  
Murphy: I think you should assume we’re there. Assuming the trends of late continue going 
where they’re going, we’re at that place. I’m not sure what exactly we will do, but it will likely be 
a hard look at indoor activity.  
 
If you had a chance to have a conversation with a parent who has some concerns about 
sending their child back to in person education, what would you say to them? 
Murphy: I can have that conversation with myself because I am a parent sending their child 
back to school as well. What I would say is a couple things I’ve already said, but I will repeat. 
Don’t expect a normal school year. If you have that expectation, you will be disappointed. This is 
going to be unusual. Secondly, we will try to get as much flexibility as humanly possible into the 
system, including making decisions iteratively as we move forward. Remember we have three 
core principles: health, best education possible, and equity. Remember that there are 
households who have two working parents or a single mom or dad, or the circumstances of the 
density of their living makes it so that the in-person option is the only option. I would also say 
that we will do this as responsibly as possible so that if you’re in the school you will see social 
distancing enforced, limitations on capacity, hygiene and masks enforced. There are so many 
people working to get this right, and we will go through this together.  
  
How soon could we start to see some of the rollbacks? Could it be next week? 
Murphy: If we take any steps, we won’t wait a lot longer. If we have a good weekend, we will 
reconsider that but we are looking at it real time.  
  
Department of Labor has indicated that 96% of workers have received at least one 
unemployment check, but to me the backlog is unclear, how many people are still waiting on 
checks?  
Murphy: I don’t have a specific number for you, but we can get it for you. I assume its 4% of 
1.44 million which is the number of people who made a claim.  
  
Is there anything new to report on Sunday’s Jackson party? Was anyone tested? 
Murphy: I don’t think we know of any from that party yet.  
  
Do you have a date of when the last time is the Rt has been at this level?  
Murphy: I don’t know but we’ll get that for you.  
  
 



Some districts have a plan to have only one day of in-person instruction a week, would that be 
acceptable? 
Murphy: I won’t comment on a district plan, not that I’m afraid to, but I would need to know a lot 
more about what the district looks like and the rest of the plan. The DOE and the DOH would 
want to look at that and understand.  
  
The calls from teachers’ unions for you to cancel in person classes seem to be growing, do you 
have anything to say to those who are protesting?  
Murphy: Our team had a meeting with one of the big unions. I think everyone is trying to get to 
the right place here, and I commend everyone for doing that. I think there is a strong spirit of 
cooperation and teamwork. Districts are polishing off their plans, and the DOE and DOH will be 
going through that process.  
  
  
Antonia Spano 
Director of Legislative Affairs 
Hoboken Strategy Group 
 
  



 

 



 
 

 


